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EDITORIAL

As a specialist contractor, VSL - a member
of Bouygues Construction, leverages the
most advanced construction methods and
technologies to engineer, build and preserve
complex structures. VSL creates innovative and
customised solutions, from initial engineering
to project execution, to take up its clients’
challenges. In this edition of Insight, we invite
you to discover some of the projects that we
have delivered in 2016 and 2017.
Jean-Yves MONDON
VSL CEO
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OUR PROCESS

mastering
tHe WHole value cHain

TO PROVIDE OUR CLIENTS WITH STRONG ADDED-VALUE SERVICES

• Solutions
• Methods
• Optimisation
• Mastering complexity

• Quality
• On-time delivery
• Controlling costs
• Safety
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• Construction methods
• Technologies
• R&D: 370 life patents
• Capitalising on experience,
sharing best practices
and training

PRESERVE
• Protection
• Sustainability
• Modernisation
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WATCH THE FILM!
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RAIL & ROAD INFRASTRUCTURE

RAIL & ROAD
INFRASTRUCTURE

V

SL is proud to have helped improve connectivity in many
countries over the past decades. We have put our
specialist expertise to use to contribute to the success
of a number of road and rail projects. From these, we
have selected some of the most demanding to give a glimpse
of the added-value services that we can provide to our clients.
These examples highlight how VSL is able to overcome
challenges created by technical complexity and to work in
dense urban environments.
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QueensFerrY
crossing,
united kingdom

T

he 2.7km Queensferry Crossing in Scotland is the world’s
longest three-tower cable-stayed bridge and also the world’s
largest bridge with stays that cross mid-span. In a joint
venture with Drace Infraestructuras UK, VSL installed 288
stay cables using its VSL SSI 2000 system. The use of crossing cables
provides stiﬀness to the structure, allowing the towers and the deck
to be slender and elegant. VSL Friction Dampers were also installed
on all the cables to enhance the resistance to fatigue while ensuring
ease of maintenance during the bridge’s service life.
vsl’s client: Forth Crossing Bridge Constructors: a consortium
comprising Hochtief, Dragados, American Bridge International
and Morrison Construction
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VSL TECHNOLOGY

UNITED KINGDOM, CANADA,
INDIA

UNITED KINGDOM

STAY CABLES

QUEENSFERRY CROSSING – FORTH REPLACEMENT CROSSING
DATE
2015 – 2017

SUPPLYING AND INSTALLING VSL
SSI 2000 STAY CABLES ON A
RECORD-BREAKING BRIDGE

T

he Queensferry Crossing is a threetower cable-stayed bridge spanning
the estuary of the River Forth near
Edinburgh in Scotland. The 2.7km
bridge has been built to replace the
existing suspension-type Forth Road Bridge
that opened in 1964 and now requires heavy
maintenance work.
The new crossing, which has a 55m clearance
above the Forth River, will become the primary
road transport corridor across the estuary
known as the Firth of Forth.
The Queensferry Crossing is the world’s
longest three-tower cable-stayed bridge and is
now the world’s largest bridge with stays that
cross mid-span.
VSL UK was awarded the supply and
installation of its SSI 2000 stay-cable system
as lead partner in a joint venture with Drace
Infraestructuras UK. The scope of works also
included the installation of friction dampers and
anti-vandalism pipes and the supply of a stay
cable maintenance gantry. The stay cables are

one of the main features of the Queensferry
Crossing, in terms of both structural design and
aesthetics.
In total, there are 288 cables (48 pairs per
tower) ranging in unit size from 55 to 109
strands. The last five pairs of cables on each
side of the main span create the unique crossing
arrangement. The use of crossing cables provides
stiﬀness to the structure, allowing the towers
and the deck to be slender and elegant.

LOCATION
Lothian and Fife, Scotland
OWNER
Transport Scotland
DESIGNER
Ramboll / LAP (Leonhardt,
Andrä und Partner) /
Sweco joint venture
MAIN CONTRACTOR
Forth Crossing Bridge
Constructors: a consortium comprising Hochtief,
Dragados, American Bridge
International and Morrison
Construction

The stay
cables are one
of the bridge's
most iconic
features. All
photos are
courtesy of
Transport
Scotland.
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SCOPE OF WORKS
Supply and installation
of the VSL SSI 2000 Stay
Cable System
KEY FIGURES
— 2.7km bridge
— 3 towers
— 96 cables per tower
— 21,226 strands, up to
420m long
— 7,000t of strands

VSL SSI 2000 was particularly suitable for
meeting the project’s requirements in terms of
cable durability. It was important that the stay
cables should be robust, resilient and replaceable,
if necessary, without major disturbance to the
regular ﬂow of traﬃc.
The VSL anchorage system can accommodate
a 50m angular radius deviation of the cable
bundle, giving high performance in terms of
fatigue resistance against changing conditions
such as traff ic loads, var ying winds and
temperature deviations.
The VSL Friction Dampers were installed on all
288 stay cables, accommodating a displacement
of the cable bundle up to ±350mm and
maintaining the damping ratio required by the
project. With such large damper displacement,
the benefits of the VSL damping system –
including no wear at low vibration amplitudes
and ease of maintenance during service life –
were advantageous features.
Over 22 months of work, VSL installed more
than 21,200 stay-cable strands, up to 420m
long, with a total weight of approximately 7,000t.
The project team had to adapt and manage
the production cycle to mitigate the inﬂuence
of the high winds that restricted access outside
the towers and aﬀected all working-at-height
operations.
In addition, VSL developed versatile equipment
to minimise the need for any additional cast-in
inserts in both towers and deck. This allowed the
installation activity to be carried out without
significant disruption to the permanent works
that would have required repair upon completion.

1

2
1 — Queensferry Crossing is
the world's longest threetower cable-stayed bridge
(2.7km).
2 — VSL Friction Dampers were
installed on all the cables.

Her Majesty The Queen Elizabeth II officially opened the bridge on 4 September 2017.
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route cÔtiÈre
Widening Works,
morocco

V

SoL® walls with a total area of 5,100m2 have been installed
for the widening of Rabat’s coastal road. VSL and its jointventure partner worked with the main contractor to design,
precast and assemble wall panels up to 12m high to create
space for the expansion of the road.
vsl’s client: Les Grands Travaux Routiers (GTR), a subsidiary of

COLAS
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VSL TECHNOLOGY

IBERIA, AFRICA, LATIN
AMERICA

MOROCCO

V S O L®

ROUTE CÔTIÈRE WIDENING WORKS
DATE
2016

CONSTRUCTION OF FOUR VSOL
WALLS FOR THE REDEVELOPMENT
OF RABAT’S COASTAL ROAD
®

W

idening has been carried out as
par t of the redevelopment of
Rabat’s coast road. The aim of the
project was to increase the traﬃc
capacity of the Route Côtière and
to contribute to the transformation of this part
of the city along the seafront.
The expansion works have enabled the road to
accommodate three lanes in each direction over
a 4km stretch running alongside the Atlantic
Ocean, from the Oudayas Tunnel to the Rabat
city exit.
The proximity of the sea and the diﬀerence in
height between the existing road and the beach
meant that a VSoL® Retained Earth Wall was
built to create space for the widening.
VSL worked in a joint venture with Acieroid,
another subsidiary of Bouygues Construction,
and with the support of the main contractor.
The team was responsible for the design of
the VSoL® walls, the precasting of the VSoL®
panels and all aspects of the assembly.
Good cooperation within the JV and with the

main contractor led to the award of additional
VSoL® works in the new Tetouan Industrial Zone.
In total, the Acieroid – VSL JV built four VSoL®
walls, representing 5,100m2 of surface.
Construction of the first three walls (4,600m2)
started in March 2016 and was completed in
August of the same year.
The fourth wall (500m2) was built in November
2016.

LOCATION
Rabat
OWNER
Rabat Région
Aménagement (RRA)
ENGINEER / DESIGNER
VSL Construction Systems
MAIN CONTRACTOR
Les Grands Travaux
Routiers (GTR), a
subsidiary of COLAS

SCOPE OF WORKS
Design and supply of the
VSoL® wall system
Precasting of VSoL® panels
and full assembly of the
VSoL® walls
Construction of four walls
with total area of 5,100m2
KEY FIGURES
— Traffic loads of 20kN/m2
— VSoL® walls with
heights up to 12m
— Total wall surface:
5,100m2
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ikuno Bridge,
JaPan

T

he VSL SSI 2000 Stay Cable System, featuring the VSL Saddle,
has been installed on the Ikuno Bridge in Japan. The saddle
technology is particularly suitable for extradosed bridges
and cable-stayed bridges with narrow pylons. It has numerous
technical advantages, including proven fatigue performance. In total,
72 cables and 36 saddles have been installed on the bridge under
VSL’s specialist supervision.
vsl’s client: Taisei Corporation and PS Mitsubishi Joint Venture
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VSL TECHNOLOGY

NORTH EAST ASIA

JAPAN

STAY CABLES

IKUNO BRIDGE

SUPPLY OF THE STATE-OF-THEART VSL SSI 2000 STAY CABLE
SYSTEM FOR THE CONSTRUCTION
OF AN EXTRADOSED BRIDGE

T

he Ikuno Bridge is part of the ShinMeishin Expressway project – a large
infrastructure scheme owned by
West Nippon Expressway Company
Limited (NEXCO-West), a major
Japan-based road developer and operator.
The asymmetrical extradosed cable-stayed
bridge has been built over an existing railway,
about 30km north-east of Kobe and 45km
north-west of Osaka.
The cable-stayed section is 389m long, with
a 188m main span over the railway that links
Osaka and Sanda. The bridge features two
pylons, approximately 60m high, with a deck
height of approximately 35m.
The main contractor, a joint-venture of Taisei
Corporation and PS Mitsubishi, selected VSL to
supply the stay cables for the bridge. The cables
are arranged in a twin plane configuration and
meet at the centre of the deck.
The decision was taken to use the VSL SSI
2000 Stay Cable System. This technology
features the VSL Saddle, which is a very

DATE
2016 – 2017
LOCATION
Doyjo Town
OWNER
West Nippon Expressway
Company Limited (NEXCOWest)
MAIN CONTRACTOR
Taisei Corporation and PS
Mitsubishi Joint Venture

eﬀ ective solution for extradosed and cablestayed bridges with narrow pylons.
A single saddle can replace two pylon
anchorages; it also ensures that the vertical
forces of the stays are uniformly distributed as
radial forces along the length of the saddle and
into the pylon.
The VSL SSI 2000 Saddle has several other
benefits. Firstly, it enables easy single-strand
installation, inspection and replacement.
Installation
of the stay
cables in
progress.
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SCOPE OF WORKS
Supply of VSL SSI 2000 Stay
Cable System, including
saddles, friction dampers
and anti-vandalism pipes
Supply of specialist stay
cable equipment
Specialist supervision for
the installation of the stay
cables
KEY FIGURES
— Bridge length: 389m
— Main span length: 188m
— Number of pylons: 2
— Height of the pylons:
60m
— Number of stay cables:
72
— Cable length: from 70m
to 190m
— Total length of strands:
180,000m (234t)
— 3,500m of HDPE pipes
— Number of 6-37 DR
anchorages: 72

Moreover, it avoids angular deviations
that could gradually deteriorate the strands’
protective layers or cause premature fatigue
damage.
This system has proved its effectiveness
in terms of fatigue resistance on various
infrastructure projects around the world,
including Hodariyat Bridge (UAE) and the Second
Penang Crossing (Malaysia).
The Ikuno project used a total of 72 stay
cables – with lengths between 70m and 190m
– and 36 saddles. This required approximately
234t of strands and 3,500m of HDPE pipes. The
scope of works also included the supply of 72
anti-vandalism pipes and the same number of
6-37 stressing end (DR) anchorages and friction
dampers, replacing the rubber and hydraulic
dampers traditionally used in Japan.
In addition to supplying the specialist
materials, VSL has also provided training to the
main contractor’s team. A two-day technical
course was held at the VSL Academy in Bangkok,
Thailand. This specialist training centre was set
up by VSL to communicate best practices to staﬀ
and to enhance both productivity and safety
on site. During the course, the Ikuno Bridge
construction team trained under experienced
VSL managers and supervisors, using a fullsized stay-cable mock-up. They also took part
in theory-based lessons.
Quality control, inspections and testing for
the project were carried out at VSL’s production
facilities in Spain and Thailand.
At the request of the main contractor, VSL’s
specialist team supervised the installation of the
VSL SSI 2000 Stay Cable System in late 2016 to
ensure that the highest quality standards were
met. Technical and post-supervision support
extended until the completion of the stays’
installation in July 2017.

VSL Friction dampers were installed to control cable vibration.
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1

2
1 & 2 - Installation of the VSL
Saddle.
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Ho cHi minH citY
metro line 1,
vietnam

V

SL has played a key role in one of Vietnam’s first urban
metro projects, precasting and erecting segments for a
12.3km elevated viaduct forming part of Ho Chi Minh City
Metro Line 1.
Construction methods and technical innovations developed on the
project were aimed at reducing the impact of the works on local traﬃc
and at improving safety on site.
vsl’s client: Sumitomo Corporation
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BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION

SOUTH EAST ASIA
& AUSTRALIA

VIETNAM

PRECAST SEGMENTAL
BRIDGE

HO CHI MINH CITY METRO LINE 1
DATE
2013 – 2017

SEGMENT PREFABRICATION AND
ERECTION FOR ONE OF VIETNAM’S
FIRST URBAN METRO PROJECTS

V

SL ha s been involved in the
construction of the future Line 1
of the Ho Chi Minh City metro, one
of the first metropolitan railway
projects in Vietnam. This major
infrastructure scheme, initiated in 2012 by the
Vietnamese authorities, is aimed at improving
urban mobility in old Saigon. Today, the city in
southern Vietnam is one of the country’s main
economic hubs and had a population of over
eight million as of 2016.
Line 1 – the first stage of a new railway
network involving the construction of various
metro lines – will run for 19.7km, from Ben
Thanh Market in District 1 to Suoi Tien in
District 9. The line will have 14 stations – three
underground, 11 elevated – and a depot at Long
Binh Ward, District 9. VSL, as part of the FVR
joint venture with Freyssinet and Rizzani de
Eccher, has worked on 12.3km of viaduct for
the elevated section. The three companies had
already successfully joined forces on the LRT
Metro project in Dubai (United Arab Emirates),

where they worked together between 2007 and
2009. This time, the joint venture was in charge
of prefabricating 4,522 segments; transporting
them to the construction site; erecting 360 spans,
including stressing, grouting, span alignment and
permanent bearing installation; and the supply
of post-tensioning components and equipment.
As part of the joint venture, VSL also provided
project management, technical advice and design
checks as well as staﬀ, including engineers and
supervisors.

LOCATION
Ho Chi Minh City
OWNER
Management Authority for
Urban Railways (MAUR)
ENGINEER
NJPT (an association of
five Japanese and two
Vietnamese consultants)
DESIGNER
Systra
MAIN CONTRACTOR
Sumitomo - Cienco6
Consortium

The precast
yard.
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SCOPE OF WORKS
Precasting the segments
and transporting them
to site
Erecting the spans
Supplying and operating
the erection gantries
Stressing, grouting, span
alignment and installation
of permanent bearings
Supplying post-tensioning components and
equipment
KEY FIGURES
— 4,522 segments cast
using three long-line
beds and seven shortline moulds
— 360 spans
— Three launching
gantries
— Post-tensioning:
• Total number of
tendons: 7,996
• Total weight of
strands: 3,770t

The viaduct was constructed by the precast
segmental method, with three launching
gantries used to erect the segments with the
span-by-span methodology. On top of being timeand cost-eﬀective, this solution minimised the
impact of the works on local traﬃc and limited
the amount of working at height needed for the
construction of the viaduct.
The viaduct’s girder was designed with a
U-shape, which resulted in lighter segments
and a smaller substructure. The design allowed
reductions in the costs of the overall project
and the size of the equipment needed to lift,
transport and handle the segments. It also
minimised the loads imposed on public roads
during transportation.
Additional benefits were brought by technical
innovations developed by the FVR joint venture.
The team designed a temporary post-tensioning
system that allowed all operations to be carried
out from the top of the span, including the filling
of the insert holes on the segment, which helped
reduce the need to work at height.
FVR also developed technical solutions, such
as the design of the shoring towers and other
temporary structures, for the launching of the
erection gantries through stations and over
longer spans where alternate methods were
employed for constructing continuous span
bridges. In addition, a section of the viaduct had
to be built above water, which led to the adoption
of a system that allowed segments to be fed
from the back using segment transporters.
The joint venture completed the work in
August 2017, delivering the project safely,
on time and to the full satisfaction of the
stakeholders.

The precast segmental method was chosen to fast-track construction.
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1

2
1 — Temporary post-tensioning
installed.
2 — Construction over water.

WatcH
tHe Film!

Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam:

Fast-track
construction

VSL and its joint venture partners
have delivered a 12.3km elevated
viaduct as part of Ho Chi Minh City
Metro Line 1 – one of the first urban
metro projects in Vietnam. Innovation
and safety have been at the core of the
work, which has involved the prefabrication
and installation of more than 4,500
segments.
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si rat eXPressWaY,
tHailand

V

SL has installed 11,000t of post-tensioning on the Si Rat
expressway, a 16.7km, six-lane elevated road, contributing
to the extension of a major expressway in Bangkok, Thailand.
At peak periods, VSL was providing services to up to 17
gantries operated by the main contractor.
The VSL team was also busy on many other active work fronts,
including operating a gantry for precast segmental erection and
supplying form travellers. Up to 30 work fronts had to be managed
simultaneously while keeping up with adjustments to the
programme and meeting an accelerated schedule.
vsl’s client: Ch. Karnchang Public Company Limited / Sino-Thai

Engineering & Construction Public Company Limited (STECON)
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BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION

SOUTH EAST ASIA
& AUSTRALIA

THAILAND

POST-TENSION ING &
SPECIALISED EQUIPMENT

SI RAT EXPRESSWAY
DATE
2014 – 2016
LOCATION
Bangkok

PROVISION OF 11,000T
OF POST-TENSIONING FOR
A SIX-LANE VIADUCT

T

he Si R at Outer Ring Road
Expressway opened to the public
in August 2016. Construction of
the toll road had begun in 2012,
on the initiative of the Expressway
Authority of Thailand (EXAT). The project is
aimed at relieving traﬃc congestion in Western
Bangkok and improving connections across the
region.
The six-lane elevated expressway stretches
for about 16.7km from the Outer Bangkok
Ring Road (Kanjanapisek Road) to Bang Sue.
Its construction was managed by Bangkok
Expressway & Metro Public Company Limited
(BEM) under a build-transfer-operate contract
that was awarded by EXAT.
VSL worked on the project with main
contractor Ch. Karnchang and one of its
subcontractors, STECON. Both companies are
well-known Thai contractors that have longstanding working relationships with VSL.
Ch. Karnchang appointed VSL to carry out the
post-tensioning (PT) work, including installation,

OWNER
Expressway Authority of
Thailand (EXAT) – Ministry
of Transport
CLIENT
Bangkok Expressway &
Metro Public Company
Limited (BEM)

stressing and grouting, as well as the provision
of PT shop drawings. VSL also supplied two sets
of form travellers for two cast-in-situ bridges
— the Chao Praya and Bangkok Noi crossings.
STECON also awarded VSL all of the posttensioning work on its section of the project,
as well as the supply and operation of a gantry
for precast segmental erection.
In 18 months, VSL installed almost 11,000t
of post-tensioning.
VSL supplied
and operated
one launching
gantry for the
erection of 38
spans.

DESIGNER
JMI Pacific Limited
ENGINEER
JMI Pacific Limited & K.S.
Consultants Co., Ltd
MAIN CONTRACTOR
Ch. Karnchang Public
Company Limited
SUBCONTRACTOR
Sino-Thai Engineering &
Construction Public Company Limited (STECON)
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SCOPE OF WORKS
Post-tensioning, including
installation, stressing,
grouting and the provision
of PT shop drawings
Supply of two sets of
form travellers
Supply and operation of a
launching gantry to place
38 spans
KEY FIGURES
— 16.7km viaduct
— 11,000t of posttensioning
— Services provided to up
to 17 gantries operated
by the main contractor
at the same time
— Up to 30 work fronts
— 18 months of work

At peak periods, VSL was providing services
to up to 17 gantries operated by the main
contractor, as well as many other active work
fronts, including the gantry operated by VSL and
the form travellers.
The large number of work fronts – up to 30 –
to be managed simultaneously was one of the
project’s main challenges. VSL’s team was also
faced with several changes in the programme
and with an accelerated schedule that was put
in place to compensate for delays arising from
problems encountered during the initial stages
of the scheme.
VSL completed its work on the project in May
2016, a few months ahead of the opening of the
expressway.
1

2
1 & 2— The scope of works
included the provision of two
sets of form travellers for the
construction of two cast-insitu crossings.

At peak periods, VSL managed up to 30 work fronts at the same time.
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Bukit Brown, Singapore

Bridge-Building
eQuiPment,
a sPecialist eXPertise

The objective:
to provide our clients
with high-quality
services.

L

aunching gantries, lifting frames, form travellers,
precast moulds… Building a bridge requires enormous
machines that must be tailor-made to suit the specific
needs of each project. at vsl, we have a pool of
specialists taking care of our equipment to guarantee
the highest quality of service worldwide.
VSL has the in-house expertise to design and fabricate specialist
bridge construction equipment. These enormous machines, such
as launching gantries and lifting frames, are almost a complete
construction site in themselves. They require dedicated teams with
the specialist knowledge to look after them through the whole
project cycle. This is the reason we have set up a centralised hub
to manage every stage in the lives of our machines, from design to
decommissioning, anywhere in the world. Our pool of experts works
closely with the operational teams to ensure that our equipment
performs at its best and in the safest conditions.
The objective: to provide our clients with high-quality services, no
matter where their projects are, and to guarantee specialist support
at all stages of the work: procurement, fabrication, shipping, assembly,
commissioning, operation, inspections, maintenance, decommissioning
and reuse, before the equipment is eventually scrapped.

tHe Bukit BroWn ProJect: a success storY
(Picture) In Singapore, the equipment hub worked closely with the
Technical Centre on the design and fabrication of a launching gantry
for the Bukit Brown project. The machine, designed in-house, was built
by a VSL-approved fabricator in China under the supervision of the
equipment hub, which then assisted the site team during assembly and
commissioning. The machine was ready at the same time as the precast
beams, enabling bridge erection to start as scheduled.
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tendean–ciledug
elevated road,
indonesia

T

o help ease severe congestion on Jakarta’s road network,
the local administration launched the Tendean-Ciledug
Elevated Road project (Transjakarta Bus Lane Corridor XIII).
VSL worked on four packages forming part of the scheme,
including Trunojoyo and Kostrad, which involved the construction of
1,200m and 1,140m, respectively, of viaducts over heavily trafficked
areas. VSL built both the structures using launching gantries, but
with two different methods – balanced cantilever and span-by-span
– to suit the specific needs of each location.
vsl’s client: PT Jaya Konstruksi (Trunojoyo package); Istaka Karya
– Agrabudi Karyamarga JO (Kostrad package); PT Adhi Karya
(Tendean package); PT Waskita Karya (Adam Malik package)
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BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION

SOUTH EAST ASIA
& AUSTRALIA

INDONESIA

SEGMENT ERECTION
& POST-TENSION ING

TENDEAN–CILEDUG ELEVATED ROAD
DATE
2015 – 2017

CONSTRUCTION OF AN ELEVATED
BUSWAY USING A VARIETY OF
CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES

J

akarta is a densely populated city,
with over 9.6 million inhabitants
as of 2010. To help ease severe
congestion on the city’s road
network, the local administration
launched the Tendean-Ciledug Elevated Road
project (Transjakarta Bus Lane Corridor XIII).
The scheme involves the construction of 11km
of elevated busway running from Adam Malik to
Tendean, in the south-west of the city.
The project was split into eight packages, of
which VSL has been involved in four: Trunojoyo,
Kostrad, Adam Malik and Tendean.
The main contractor for the Trunojoyo package
– involving the construction of approximately
1,206m of viaduct using 443 segments – was PT
Jaya Konstruksi, a company with which VSL has
previously worked on similar projects.
On this occasion, VSL’s scope of works
involved the supply of an overhead launching
gantry for balanced-cantilever construction,
erection works and the supply and installation
of 395t of post-tensioning. The segments being

erected were typically 9m wide, 2.5m deep and
3.05m long. Their maximum weight was 55t.
Each cantilever consisted of up to 16 segments,
in a two by eight arrangement.
The package presented various challenges,
such as the fact that the work had to be carried
out over a busy area, in live traﬃc conditions.
Moreover, special methods involving cranes had
to be developed to assemble the gantry because
of the height of the piers (22.77m).

LOCATION
Jakarta
OWNER
Public Works Department
of DKI Jakarta Province
MAIN CONTRACTORS
PT Jaya Konstruksi; Istaka
Karya – Agrabudi Karyamarga JO; PT Adhi Karya;
PT Waskita Karya
MAIN CONTRACTORS’
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
PT Cipta Graha Abadi / PT
Perentjana Djaja

Segment
erection on
the Trunojoyo
package.
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SCOPE OF WORKS
Trunojoyo: supply and
installation of a launching
gantry for balancedcantilever construction,
segment erection and
supply and installation of
post-tensioning
KEY FIGURES
— Bridge length: 1,206m
— Segments: 443
Kostrad: supply and
installation of a launching
gantry for span by span
construction, segment
erection and supply and
installation of posttensioning
KEY FIGURES
— Bridge length: 1,147m
— Segments: 514
Tendean: Post-tensioning
Adam Malik: rental of
one pair of modular form
travellers; operating
them for the erection of
specials spans; supply
and installation of
post-tensioning for special
spans and for the precast
balanced-cantilever spans
KEY FIGURES
— Post-tensioning for
precast: 207t
— Post-tensioning for
special spans: 158t

Kostrad launching gantry.
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Unlike Trunojoyo, the solution chosen for the
1,147m of viaduct in the Kostrad section involved
use of the span by span erection method. VSL
supplied a launching gantry, carried out the
erection works and supplied and installed 300t
of post-tensioning. Main contractor PT Istaka
Karya – PT Agrabudi Karyamarga JO involved
VSL right from the tendering stage.
Like Trunojoyo, the Kostrad site was located
in a congested area. In addition, the gantry was
to be launched over part of a mall, and special
care was needed for delivering the segments
from the front of the main truss.
The bridge also had a tight radius of 60m on
span lengths of 22m and 33m, which required
special kinematics, known as helicopter
launching.
VSL’s works on the two sites were completed
in November and December 2016, respectively.
VSL performed post-tensioning for precast
balanced-cantilever spans for both of the
remaining packages - Tendean (main contractor:
PT Adhi Karya) and Adam Malik (main contractor:
PT Waskita Karya).
In addition, VSL carried out cast-in-situ
balanced-cantilever construction using form
travellers on the Adam Malik project, in a section
where a 1.4km viaduct crossed a live highway.
This involved the construction of special
spans made up of 27 segments 12.5m wide, up
to 5m long, and weighing up to 123t.

1

2
1 — One of the main challenges
of the Kostrad package was
the bridge's tight radius.
2 — Construction of a viaduct
over a live highway at Adam
Malik.
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RAIL & ROAD INFRASTRUCTURE

ironton–russell
Bridge,
usa

V

SL and its US licensee Structural Technologies have
provided a package including post-tensioning, stay cables,
heavy lifting and form traveller design and supply for the
construction of the Ironton-Russell Bridge across the Ohio
River. Technical innovations and optimisation of the installation
process enabled time savings in spite of the changing weather
conditions and the lack of storage space on the narrow bridge deck.
vsl’s client: Brayman Construction Corporation
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BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION

UNITED STATES

OHIO

STAY CABLES, EQUIPMENT
& HEAVY LIFTING

IRONTON–RUSSELL BRIDGE

PROVISION OF A VARIETY OF
SPECIALIST TECHNIQUES FOR
CONSTRUCTION OF A MAJOR
CABLE-STAYED HIGHWAY BRIDGE

T

he Ironton-Russell Bridge has
spanned the Ohio River since 1922.
After a series of repairs to the
structure, the Ohio Department of
Transportation (ODOT) decided to
build a new bridge running parallel to the old one.
During the pre-bid stage, Structural
Technologies / VSL was approached by Brayman
Construction Company to join its team and help
develop solutions for replacing the original bridge
with a new two-lane, two-tower cable-stayed
structure. Brayman had worked in the past with
Structural Technologies / VSL on a cast-in-situ
segmental bridge and was thus familiar with the
team’s post-tensioning expertise and wanted its
involvement on the project, including help with
stay installation.
In addition to providing post-tensioning and
stay cable systems, Structural Technologies /
VSL designed and supplied the form traveller
used to support the wet concrete during bridge
deck construction. Crews used heavy lifting
techniques to position the form traveller on each

of the two piers. In total, four heavy lifting and
lowering operations were carried out. At each
of the two piers, the first step was to lift the
traveller from the barge onto the bridge. After
deck construction from that pier was complete,
the traveller was returned to the barge using
heavy lowering techniques.
The precast concrete stay anchorage block
– a concept proposed by Structural Technologies
/ VSL – was secured to the form traveller and
was used to anchor the stay cables prior to
placement of the concrete.
This precast anchor block simplified the
traveller design and helped to prevent significant
engineering and operational challenges. Previous
cast-in-situ concrete traveller projects had
to allow for temporary anchorage points and
three-dimensional position changes. The use
of the precast anchor block, the eﬃciency of
the traveller design and the strong working
relationship between the Brayman and Structural
Technologies / VSL crews helped reduce the deck
construction cycle time.

DATE
2012 – 2016
LOCATION
Ironton (Ohio) to Russell
(Kentucky)
OWNER
Ohio Department of
Transportation
GENERAL CONTRACTOR
Brayman Construction
Corporation
ENGINEER OF RECORD
URS
CONTRACTOR'S
ENGINEER
Finley Engineering Group
Inc.
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SCOPE OF WORKS
Supply and installation of
120 stay cables
Design of the form
traveller system
Precast anchor block
conceptual proposal
Provision of heavy lifting
and lowering services

It was cut from the as-bid 10-day duration
to just five days in practice, which reduced the
overall construction duration by 150 working
days.
Structural Technologies / VSL supplied and
supervised the installation of 120 stay cables.
The work also included anchorage fabrication
and HDPE pipe welding and hoisting as well
as strand installation, damper and tensionring installation and the injection of the final
corrosion protection for the anchorages.
The VSL post-tensioning components used
in the bridge deck and pier sections included
the SA6-4 system, with 76mm ﬂ at ducts for
the transverse tendons. The ECI 6-12 system
with 76mm round ducting was used for the
transverse ﬂoor beams. The piers used the ECI
6-19 system with 100mm round ducts and NCS
6-31 U-shaped loop tendons with 130mm round
ducts. Post-tensioning bars were used in the
longitudinal edge girders.
During the course of the project, the team
faced challenges due to changing weather
conditions. The old steel truss bridge had to be
shut down when the temperature fell below
- 15°C, which resulted in a 30 minute detour
to reach the opposite side of the project. In
addition, all work on the water came to a halt
if heavy rainfall caused the river level to rise
too much.
Another challenge the project team faced
was a lack of space for the equipment, materials
storage and other facilities, as the bridge is very
narrow, with only two 3.65m lanes and two 1.2m
shoulders. To help eliminate deck congestion
during construction, a 7.3m x 4.6m platform
was placed on top of the tower that supported
the three winches used for strand installation.
The crew size was reduced from seven people
to four to help combat congestion issues and
to enable more streamlined strand installation.

The project had to cope with changing weather conditions.
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Several changes were made to the process to
achieve this reduction in labour. Access to the
outside of the tower for strand installation was
eliminated, as was the need for someone to
operate the brake used on the strand dispensing
reels. In addition, the need for a winch operator
was eliminated by placing the pendant used to
operate the winch inside the pylon, at the upper
anchorage.
Because a large amount of the work was done
at height, a 100% tie-oﬀ policy was in place.
Safety was always a priority, and Structural
Technologies / VSL worked to eliminate risky
situations by providing explicit safety procedures
and reviewing all techniques. Teams also adopted
thorough quality control procedures for all
materials that were delivered and for all work
that was completed.

Device to eliminate personnel labour.

ledsplay®
A UNIQUE
EXPERIENCE
Designed by VSL

WatcH
tHe Film!
leds PlaY!
Get ready for a previously unseen and
fantastic experience achieved through
dimmable LED stay cables designed by VSL.
Ready to start? Let’s play!
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WatcH tHe Film!

Ground Engineering:

JourneYs to tHe interior
oF tHe eartH

VSL takes you on a fascinating
journey to show you what is
hidden below the surface of
our sites and how ground
engineering can help turn
your projects into reality.
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UNDERGROUND STRUCTURES

UNDERGROUND
STRUCTURES

V

SL and its subsidiary Intrafor Hong Kong are able to
leverage their specialist expertise to help clients meet
the most demanding ground engineering challenges all
around the world.
We are pleased to present some of our latest solutions,
covering a selection of the many techniques – from ground
improvement to directional drilling, from diaphragm
wall shafts to box jacking – that we have mastered for
applications such as land reclamation, tunnelling and the
installation of subsea cables.
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UNDERGROUND STRUCTURES

duBai Water canal
Package 3,
united araB emirates

T

he Dubai Water Canal scheme involves the construction
of 3.2km of waterway running from the Creek in Old
Dubai through Business Bay to the Arabian Gulf. VSL was
appointed to carry out specialist ground improvement
works as part of Infrastructure Package 3. Deep compaction of the
reclamation site was performed by carrying out single and tandem
vibro-compaction across an area of 157,950m2, in operations that
involved more than 10,000 compaction points. Additional shallow
and superficial compaction works were completed using the rapid
impact compaction technique across the entire reclamation area
of 211,500m2.
vsl’s client: Belhasa Six Construct LLC (BESIX)
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GROUND ENGINEERING

CENTRAL EUROPE
& MIDDLE EAST

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

GROUND IMPROVEMENT

DUBAI WATER CANAL
DATE
2016

USE OF VIBRO COMPACTION AND
RAPID IMPACT COMPACTION FOR
A MAJOR PROJECT

T

he Dubai Water Canal scheme
involves the construction of 3.2km
of waterway running from the Creek
in Old Dubai through Business Bay
to the Arabian Gulf. The project
includes the development of new infrastructure,
residential units and leisure and retail facilities
as well as the construction of an artificial
peninsula at Jumeirah Beach Park.
VSL was appointed to carry out specialist
ground improvement works as part of Dubai
Water Canal – Infrastructure Package 3 –
Canal and Coastal Works, which involved the
excavation of the canal and the construction
of canal walls and associated utilities and
infrastructure. Other aspects of the package
included the construction of four marine
transit stations, as well as the bulk filling,
soil improvement and marine works needed
to build the artificial peninsula. The ground
improvement works carried out by VSL used
various techniques. Deep compaction of the
reclamation site was performed by employing

single and tandem vibro compaction operations
covering an area of 157,950m2, requiring more
than 10,000 compaction points. Shallow and
superficial compaction works were completed
using rapid impact compaction across the entire
reclamation area of 211,500m2. This included
the upper 1m to 1.5m of fill in the places that
were also being treated by vibro compaction.
Vibro compaction was carried out from the
reclamation’s formation level to the original
seabed elevation in order to meet the bearing
capacity requirements of the project and provide
a countermeasure to overcome any potential
liquefaction that could occur during a seismic
event. Pre- and post-treatment surveys were
conducted using cone penetration tests to
evaluate and confirm the eﬀectiveness of the
ground improvement works.
Early work on the project started in March
2016 and the vibro compaction was substantially
complete by July 2016. All ground improvement
work was completed on time, ready for the
oﬃcial opening of the project.

LOCATION
Dubai
OWNER
Dubai Road & Transport
Authority (RTA)
CONSULTANT AND
DESIGNER
Halcrow Consulting / CH2M
– Parsons Overseas Limited
MAIN CONTRACTOR
Belhasa Six Construct LLC
(BESIX)

SCOPE OF WORKS
Vibro compaction
treatment area:
157,950m2 (more than
10,000 compaction points)
Rapid impact compaction
treatment area:
211,500m2 (more than
27,000 impact points)
Volume compacted
using vibro method:
1,850,000m3
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UNDERGROUND STRUCTURES

suPerlooP’s tko eXPress
suBmarine caBle,
Hong kong

V

SL has deployed a trenchless construction technique,
horizontal directional drilling (HDD), to install a subsea
pipeline for a data cable in a complex geological setting.
The flexibility and steerability of the HDD tools makes the
technique ideal when facing challenging ground conditions and manmade obstacles. VSL was able to adapt the drilling tools to suit the
difficult geology and achieve an on-target punch-out.
vsl’s client: Superloop (Hong Kong) Limited
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GROUND ENGINEERING

NORTH EAST ASIA

HONG KONG

DIRECTIONAL DRILLING

SUPERLOOP’S TKO EXPRESS SUBMARINE CABLE

INSTALLATION OF A SUBSEA
DATA CABLE USING THE
HORIZONTAL DIRECTIONAL
DRILLING (HDD) METHOD

I

ntrafor Hong Kong has deployed a
trenchless construction technique,
horizontal directional drilling (HDD),
to install a subsea pipeline for
Superloop (Hong Kong) Limited, a
telecommunications provider. The project was
carried out from November 2016 to March 2017.
The pipeline houses a fibre-optic cable that
forms a section of the TKO Express, a submarine
connection across Victoria Harbour linking Eastern
Hong Kong Island (Chai Wan) to the New Territories
(Tseung Kwan O).
The drilling works were carried out from a very
small working area in Chai Wan. Careful planning
was needed to fit all of the required equipment including a 14m-long, 120t Herrenknecht Crawler
HDD rig – on the restricted site.
Intrafor Hong Kong was able to adapt the
drilling tools to suit the diﬃcult ground conditions
and steered the hole along the planned trajectory
to achieve an on-target punch-out. Both mud
motor and jetting assemblies were deployed
with tri-cone bits in order to tackle the varied

DATE
2016 – 2017
LOCATION
Hong Kong
CLIENT
Superloop (Hong Kong)
Limited
MAIN CONTRACTOR
Intrafor Hong Kong

geological profile encountered along the hole’s
trajectory.
The initial geology consisted of rock-fill from
the original reclamation of the Siu Sai Wan
Promenade. Existing geological information was
sparse prior to the start of the project.
Once drilling was under way, it became evident
that the rock-fill extended significantly past the
level indicated on the geological drawings.
Rock-fill can be an issue for HDD if the boulders
cause deﬂection of the tri-cone bit, with a resulting
loss of drilling ﬂuids into the rock-fill zone. To cope
with these boulders, Intrafor Hong Kong deployed
a 16-in-diameter casing that extended from the
rig almost 60m into the rock-fill zone.
The casing prevented the boulders from
knocking the drilling assembly away from the
target trajectory and provided an easy path for
the drilling ﬂuid back to the rig. Several methods
had to be used to install the casing to such depth,
including a bottom-drive down-the-hole (DTH)
hammer system as well as a top-drive system
similar to conventional pipe ramming.
39

SCOPE OF WORKS
Construction of an HDD
subsea crossing
Hole length: 400m
Construction of a beach
manhole at the cable
landing point

To achieve the required accuracy, the work
was constantly monitored using the Paratrack
II system. The steering engineer surveyed the
tool position throughout the drilling process by
using a tracking coil that was installed partially
on land and partially on the seabed.
The land portion of the surface tracking coil
had to be located in a public area on the Siu Sai
Wan Promenade; great care was taken to ensure
the coil posed no danger or inconvenience to
members of the public, whilst still maintaining
survey accuracy.
Upon punch-out onto the seaﬂ oor, divers
inspected and surveyed the punch-out position.
The drill tools were disconnected on a flatbottom derrick barge and the pipeline was
cleaned using the foam pig method. A foam pig
was also used to install a messenger rope inside
the drill pipe to allow the fibre-optic cable to be
pulled through the pipeline.
A specialist cable-laying contractor carried
out the installation inside the pipeline. Intrafor
Hong Kong was then able to undertake the
permanent works for the beach manhole – the
location where the submarine cable is connected
to land. This will allow future maintenance and
rerouting of the fibre-optic cable.
The ﬂexibility of HDD tooling makes it ideal
when facing challenging ground conditions, such
as those encountered on this project, as it limits
the eﬀect of geological uncertainty.
Another key feature of HDD is its steerability,
which helps ensure an on-target punch-out
despite natural and man-made obstacles such
as the Siu Sai Wan seawall. Drilling took place
under the wall, without causing any damage to
the existing structure.

1

2
1 — Tri-cone bits were
deployed to tackle the
complex geological proﬁle.
2 — A diver inspecting the
punch-out position.

Taking the HDD drilling rig to a very small job site, in close proximity to an existing promenade and sports ground.
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UNDERGROUND STRUCTURES

sHatin to central link
contract 1128,
Hong kong

C

ontract 1128 of the Shatin to Central Link involves the
construction of two twin-tube structures – the Eastern and
Western Tunnels – by tunnel boring machine (TBM). VSL was
in charge of building three shafts with diaphragm walls,
including a two-cell shaft that was needed to launch the TBM for
the Western Tunnel excavation. This design is particularly efficient in
terms of savings in both time and space; it enhances the structural
capacity of the shaft while minimising the need for struts, thus
enabling the accommodation of large TBMs.
vsl’s client: Dragages – Bouygues Joint Venture
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GROUND ENGINEERING

NORTH EAST ASIA

HONG KONG

DIAPHRAGM WALL

SHATIN TO CENTRAL LINK – CONTRACT 1128
DATE
2015 – 2016

BUILDING A STRUT-FREE,
MULTI-CELL DIAPHRAGM WALL
FOR A TBM’S LAUNCHING SHAFT

S

hatin to Central Link is a strategic
railway line forming part of Hong
Kong’s mass transit railway (MTR)
network. Running from the New
Territories to Hong Kong Island, it will
relieve congestion on existing public transport,
improve road traﬃc ﬂows and contribute to the
development of areas that are not yet served
by the MTR. Intrafor Hong Kong has worked on
some of the most challenging sections of the
scheme, including Contract 1128, which covers
the stretch on Hong Kong Island from Causeway
Bay Typhoon Shelter to Admiralty Tunnels. The
project, awarded to Dragages – Bouygues Joint
Venture, involves the construction by tunnel
boring machine (TBM) of the Eastern tunnel
(two 680m-long tubes) and Western tunnel (two
480m-long tubes). These structures will connect
a new station called Exhibition - which was built
under Contract 1123 – to the MTR network.
As part of Contract 1128, Intrafor Hong
Kong was in charge of building three shaft s
with diaphragm walls, including a shaft that

LOCATION
Hong Kong
OWNER
MTR Corporation
MAIN CONTRACTOR
Dragages – Bouygues
Joint Venture

was needed to launch the TBM for the Western
Tunnel excavation. This shaft (called FPP) is made
up of 26 panels forming two cells that give it a
‘peanut’ shape.
A cross wall, consisting of four rectangular
and two Y-shaped panels, is located at the
intersection between the cells to ensure the
stability of the shaft. This design is particularly
eﬃcient in terms of savings in both time and
space, as it enhances the structural capacity of
the shaft while minimising the need for struts.
Installation
of a Y panel,
November
2015.
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SCOPE OF WORKS
Construction of a multicell diaphragm wall
KEY FIGURES
— 32 diaphragm wall
panels, including 2
Y-shaped panels
— Panel width: from 1.2m
to 1.5m
— Average depth: about
47.5m
— Excavation: 4,979m2
(for the peanut) and
1,646m2 (cross wall)
— Concrete volumes:
5,878m3 (peanut) and
2,444m3 (cross wall)
— Steel: 1,621t (peanut)
and 210.5t (cross wall)

Intrafor Hong Kong had already used a similar
design on the Tuen Mun – Chek Lap Kok Link
Northern Connection project, where it built a
three-cell shaft for the launching of two TBMs,
one of which broke a world record thanks to its
17.6m diameter.
The panels were excavated by cable grab and
cutter. The reinforcement cages of the standard
panels were installed with the aid of cranes with
a capacity of up to 120t. The construction of
the Y-panels was particularly challenging and
required the use of cranes with a maximum
load capacity of 400t – a size more usually
employed for building structures such as wind
turbines. Moreover, these panels had a section
that needed to be installed in situ.
Additional challenges arose from the fact
that the work had to be carried out in one of
Hong Kong’s busiest districts and needed to
be coordinated with other activities, such as
the demolition and relocation of Harbour Road
Sports Centre and Wan Chai Swimming Pool.
Nevertheless, Intrafor Hong Kong managed to
complete the project in just six months.
In addition to the diaphragm wall works,
Intrafor Hong Kong was appointed to carry
out ground treatment along the alignment of
the tunnels. As part of the Shatin to Central
Link, Intrafor Hong Kong has also participated
in two other projects – Contract 1112 (Hung
Hom Station and Stabling Sidings) and Contract
1106 (Diamond Hill Station Extension).

1

2
1 — The diaphragm wall has a
two-cell peanut layout.
2 — An aerial view of the shaft,
August 2016.

The layout of project Shatin to Central Contract 1128.
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Hong kong link road 03
BoX Jacking,
Hong kong

I

n 2017, VSL successfully completed the construction of
two 70m-long tunnels under the Airport Express Link (AEL)
– the railway that connects Hong Kong International Airport
to the city centre. The main goal was to carry out the work
safely and without disrupting the regular operations of the busy
train line. To meet these objectives, VSL developed an innovative
package that included ground improvement and box jacking – a
technique that had never before been used in Hong Kong.
vsl’s client: China State Construction Engineering (Hong Kong) Ltd
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GROUND ENGINEERING

NORTH EAST ASIA

HONG KONG

HEAVY LIFTING

HONG KONG LINK ROAD 03
DATE
2015 – 2017

HONG KONG’S FIRST USE OF
BOX JACKING TO BUILD A TUNNEL
UNDER A LIVE RAILWAY

V

SL has successfully completed
a challenging project involving a
technical feat that has never before
been attempted in Hong Kong. Box
jacking was used to install two
70m-long tunnels under the Airport Express Link
(AEL) – the railway that connects Hong Kong
International Airport to the city centre.
The two tunnels are a key aspect of a major
project, the Hong Kong Link Road. The overall
scheme involves the construction of about 9.4km
of land and marine viaducts (forming part of the
HK-Zhuhai-Macao Bridge); about 1km of tunnels,
including the box-jacked section; and about
1.6km of at-grade roads at the reclamation area
along the east coast of the airport.
The 70m section of tunnel built under the live
AEL as part of contract HKLR03 was particularly
sensitive. The client’s main goal was to carry
out the work safely and without disrupting the
railway’s regular operations.
To meet these challenges, VSL and its ground
engineering subsidiary Intrafor Hong Kong

developed an innovative package of solutions
including ground improvement works and box
jacking – a construction method that the team
had previously adopted in Brisbane, Australia,
as part of the Airport Link project.
Ground freezing was also considered but
the option was abandoned due to safety and
cost considerations in relation to this particular
project.

LOCATION
Hong Kong
OWNER
Highways Department,
Hong Kong Government
MAIN CONTRACTOR
China State Construction
Engineering (Hong Kong)
Ltd.
MAIN CONTRACTOR'S
DESIGNER
Atkins
BOX JACKING DESIGNER
VSL / Benaim
SUPERVISING OFFICER’S
REPRESENTATIVE
Arup

The tunnels
had to be built
underneath
the railway
connecting
Hong Kong's
city centre
to the
international
airport.
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SCOPE OF WORKS
Design, supply, installation
and operation of the
hydraulic jacking system
for the box jacking
Rock excavation for the
tunnel
Pulling of the tunnel
segments from their
casting location using
strand jacks
KEY FIGURES
— Tunnels: 2 x 70m
— Number of segments: 6
per tunnel
— Heaviest segment:
5,100t
— Maximum pushing
distance: 82m
— Highest pushing force
for a single segment:
16,000t
— Box jacking equipment:
25 jacks of type SLU
580/550
— Intermediate jacking
equipment: 32 jacks of
type SPE1000, 86 jacks
of type SPE610, 10
jacks of type HP800, 4
jacks of type HP1000
— Pulling equipment:
4 jacks of type
SLU580/550

Ground improvements included an extensive
grouting operation and the construction of a
canopy roof using a state-of-the-art drilling
method; these works were needed to ensure
the stability of the ground during the excavation
and box jacking of the tunnel segments.
The box jacking involved pushing 12
segments – six per tunnel – under the AEL. The
segments, weighing up to 5,100t each, were
prefabricated inside jacking shafts and pushed
a maximum distance of 82m per tunnel.
Strand jacks were used to pull the segments
from the casting location and push them into
the start position, while solid ram jacks were
used for pushing successive segments under
the AEL. The highest pushing force for a single
segment was 16,000t. The high available jacking
force meant that it was possible to push two
consecutive segments together instead of
moving them one by one, which enabled fasttracking of the box jacking cycle.
VSL was also responsible for the tunnel
excavation. Ground conditions were particularly
challenging, with strata of rock that were harder
than expected on the basis of the preliminary
ground investigation work. To address this
complex geology, the site team used a variety
of rock excavation methods to maintain the
project’s schedule.
The geology also aﬀected the box jacking, as
the friction force between the segments and the
surrounding ground was constantly changing
throughout the project; this meant that the
jacking system had to be carefully monitored
and adjusted during the operations.
By mobilising 50 staﬀ and working double
shifts, seven days a week, VSL managed to
complete the box jacking operations in just 18
months, from November 2015 to May 2017.

1

2
1 — The tunnel segments were
installed using strand jacks
and solid ram jacks.
2 — The team faced complex
geological conditions during
the excavation.

VSL and its ground engineering subsidiary Intrafor Hong Kong celebrating the completion of the box jacking work.
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BUILDINGS

BUILDINGS

V

SL has played key roles in the construction of some of
the world’s tallest structures – such as the Burj Khalifa in
Dubai and the MahaNakhon Tower in Bangkok, to name
but two. On top of our well-known post-tensioning and
heavy lifting services for record-breaking structures, we can also
develop tailor-made solutions for challenging low-rise building
projects.
We implement bespoke solutions to cater to constraints
such as complex site conditions, accelerated schedules,
limited working clearances and more.
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BUILDINGS

slaB on grade For
lusimovest’s WareHouse,
Portugal

I

n January 2017, VSL completed its third – and largest so
far – slab on grade project in Portugal, for a new 7,500m2
logistics warehouse located near Lisbon. The team worked
closely with the client, Grupo TPB – one of the leaders in
Portugal’s flooring market – to develop the most appropriate solution
for the project and overcome the site’s poor ground conditions. The
structure was delivered in just one month.
vsl’s client: Grupo TPB
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VSL TECHNOLOGY

IBERIA, AFRICA, LATIN
AMERICA

PORTUGAL

SLAB ON GRADE

SLAB ON GRADE FOR LUSIMOVEST’S WAREHOUSE
DATE
2016 – 2017

CONSTRUCTION OF VSL’S THIRD
SLAB ON GRADE IN PORTUGAL

LOCATION
Lisbon
OWNER
Lusimovest (Jerónimo
Martins Group)
CLIENT
Grupo TPB
DESIGNER
JSJ

I

n January 2017, VSL completed its
third – and largest so far – slab on
grade (SOG) project in Portugal, for
a new 7,500m2 logistics warehouse
located near Lisbon.
The VSL Group has extensive experience
in the construction of post-tensioned slab on
grade – a technology that is widely used to build
ﬂooring and pavements for industrial facilities.
The system allows the construction of solid,
ﬂat slabs that are able to withstand heavy loads,
traﬃc and temperature variations while reducing
the risk of cracking.
VSL worked closely with the client, Grupo
TPB – one of the leaders in the ﬂooring market
in Portugal – to develop the most appropriate
solution for the project and overcome the site’s
poor ground conditions, caused by proximity to
the Tajo River.
VSL Portugal teamed up with VSL Spain
– which had already worked on a number of
similar projects – to design and build a ﬂoor
slab. The post-tensioning system adopted was

S6-1, which is widely used to stress unbonded
monostrand slabs while providing optimum
corrosion protection.
The work started in December 2016 and was
completed one month later.

MAIN CONTRACTOR
ACA Engenharia

SCOPE OF WORKS
Design and construction
of post-tensioned slab on
grade
KEY FIGURES
— Area: 7,500m2
— Post-tensioning: 50t
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BUILDINGS

Hotel vP PlaZa esPaÑa,
sPain

T

he 5-star VP Plaza España is a new 22,140m2 luxury hotel
located in the historic centre of Madrid. It was therefore
paramount to ensure fast-track construction in this prime
tourist location while respecting the area’s architectural
features. As part of the project, VSL was involved in the installation
of post-tensioned slabs, transfer slabs and beams. All building
activities had to be strictly planned in coordination with the work
on the façade in order to achieve construction rates of about four
to five floors per month.
vsl’s client: Tilmon
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VSL TECHNOLOGY

IBERIA, AFRICA, LATIN
AMERICA

SPAIN

POST-TENSION ING

HOTEL VP PLAZA ESPAÑA

POST-TENSIONED SLABS,
TRANSFER SLABS AND BEAMS
FOR THE CONSTRUCTION
OF A HOTEL

P

laza de España – one of Madrid’s
most popular tourist destinations –
is the location of VP Hoteles Group’s
fifth luxury hotel. The 5-star VP
Plaza España features 214 rooms
and various facilities, distributed across 17 ﬂoors
above ground and four basement levels. The
22,140m2 hotel was designed by the architect
Fermín Vázquez with his studio B720. The
structural design had to cope with a combination
of large spans, the transfer of column loads and
large cantilevers. Additional constraints arose
from the tight schedule and the project’s location
in the historic centre of Madrid. Structural design
of the building was carried out with the aim of
enabling fast-track construction while respecting
the area’s architectural features.
Designer Valladares Ingenieria opted for the
use of post-tensioned (PT) slabs, PT transfer
beams and PT transfer slabs, which led to the
involvement of VSL on the project. To allow
construction of the typically 11m spans, the
project team used a combination of 300mm-

thick PT slabs and PT transfer slabs of 450mm
and 600mm, as well as substantial PT transfer
beams. Key product ranges used on the project
were VSL’s monostrand bonded PT system,
Bondtech® and GC 6-7 and 6-12 multistrand
systems. These systems have many advantages;
in particular, they allow slabs to be thinner and
enable construction of challenging architectural
structures. For example, the use of posttensioned transfer slabs on levels 12 and 14 of
the hotel allowed the construction of columnfree balconies with slabs as thin as 450mm, built
without supporting beams.
In order to complete the project in time for the
hotel’s opening date, the construction rate had to
be kept at around four to five ﬂoors per month. To
do so, all building activities were strictly planned
in coordination with the work on the façade.
VSL’s excellent collaboration with the engineer
and main contractor was essential to meet the
tight schedule for completion of the complex
structure in a challenging location.

DATE
2016
LOCATION
Madrid
OWNER
VP Hoteles Group
STRUCTURAL ENGINEER
Valladares Ingenieria
MAIN CONTRACTOR
Tilmon

SCOPE OF WORKS
Installation of PT slabs,
PT transfer slabs and PT
transfer beams
KEY FIGURES
— Area: 22,140m2
— Quantity of post-tensioning installed: 125t
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BUILDINGS

Passenger clearance
Building,
Hong kong

V

SL played a crucial role in the construction of Hong Kong’s
Passenger Clearance Building (PCB), which features an iconic
waved-shaped steel roof weighing more than 21,000t. The
building’s proximity to the airport meant that the working
height was limited to 38m above Hong Kong’s principal datum and
so the roof couldn’t be installed using traditional lifting gantries.
VSL worked in close cooperation with the main contractor to
develop a sophisticated erection method involving skidding, lifting
and lowering operations for the installation of 81 roof segments,
representing a surface area of 60,000m2.
vsl’s client: Leighton Contractors Asia Limited – Chun Wo

(LCW-JV)
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VSL TECHNOLOGY

NORTH EAST ASIA

HONG KONG

HEAVY LIFTING

PASSENGER CLEARANCE BUILDING
DATE
2016 – 2017

ERECTION OF A WAVE-SHAPED
STEEL ROOF WEIGHING
OVER 21,000T

T

he construction of the Passenger
Clearance Building (PCB) is part of
a major cross-border infrastructure
project joining Hong Kong, Macao
and Zhuhai, in Mainland China.
The three cities will be linked by a 42km-long
bridge that will in turn be connected to Hong
Kong’s road network. The connection will take
place at the Boundary Crossing Facilities (BCF),
an artificial island that will house clearance
facilities for goods and passengers travelling
along the Hong Kong–Zhuhai–Macao link. One of
its main structures will be the PCB, which will
accommodate immigration and customs services
for the vehicles using the bridge. This building
consists of four levels, including the basement
and the ground ﬂoor.
Its main architectural feature is its waveshaped roof, which consists of more than 21,000t
of prefabricated steel segments and has an
area of about 60,000m². It is 36.8m high and is
supported by 50 columns, with spacings of 42m
in one direction and 33m or 30m perpendicular

to it. The wave shaped roof is made up of five
rows of nine segments with each row containing
five primary and four intermediate segments.
The five rows making up the roof are connected
by a total of 36 smaller infill segments.
The design and the structure’s proximity to
the airport made the roof erection a particularly
sensitive operation. The working height was
limited to 38mPD, meaning that there was
insuﬃ cient clearance to build the structure
using traditional lifting gantries.

LOCATION
Hong Kong
OWNER
Highways Department,
Hong Kong Government
CONSULTANT ENGINEER
Aecom
MAIN CONTRACTOR
Leighton Contractors
Asia Limited – Chun Wo
(LCW-JV)
CONTRACTOR'S DESIGN
CONSULTANT
Robert Bird Group (RBG)

A segment
on transport
frame being
delivered to
the site by
barge.
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SCOPE OF WORKS
Design principle and
concept of the transport
frames (final design by
JV’s consultant); design
of transport frame
equipment and interfaces;
design, fabrication and
installation of temporary
works; design and operation of equipment
Segment installation
including barge load out,
SPMT transport, skidding,
lifting and lowering
operation
Connections of segments
KEY FIGURES
— Roof area: 60,000m2
(310.65m x 192.00m)
— 45 main segments
(primary segments:
61m x 26m, intermediate segments: 61m
x 16.5m)
— Segments wave length:
56m
— 36 infill segments
(primary infills: 15
x 25m, intermediate
infills: 15 x 16m)
— Total roof weight: over
21,000t
— 6,000t of temporary
steel
— Working height: 38mPD

Moreover, the four-level building construction
under the future roof was being carried out at
the same time. VSL was appointed by the main
contractor – a joint venture between Leighton
Contractors Asia and Chun Wo – as the on-site
erection contractor. The roof erection required
major temporary works as well as complex lifting
and moving operations of heavy loads on ground
and at height. VSL’s scope included the erection
methodology and the design of all temporary
works required to install the segments, which
were prefabricated and preassembled in
Zhongshan, Southern China. All segments were
built directly on transport frames developed
on the basis of VSL’s conceptual design. After
assembly, the segments were loaded onto a
flat-top barge, which was able to carry one
primary and one intermediate transport frame
with segment. The barge sailed to Hong Kong,
where it was berthed to a temporary jetty next
to the BCF site. After inspection and handover,
VSL undertook the load-out operation with selfpropelled modular transporters (SPMTs) that
carried the primary or intermediate segments on
their respective transport frame, weighing up to
680t, to a temporary conversion area and then
to the western end of the PCB, at their respective
row.
Temporary works were installed on site for two
entire rows and subsequently recycled and shifted
to the next rows. They included ground sliding rails
to transfer the segment from the SPMT to a lifting
platform, a lifting platform with heavy lift towers,
elevated sliding rails supported on towers and
brackets stressed to the permanent columns and
an empty transport frame lowering zone at the far
end (east). The temporary works comprised nearly
6,000t of steel. Each segment, supported by the
transport frame, was transferred from the SPMT
to transverse ground beams and subsequently
moved to the lifting beams. Sliding was performed

The iconic wave-shaped roof during construction.
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using self-propelled long-stroke jacks to move
the segment onto the lifting platform. The lifting
platform with the segment was then lifted up
on four points by four pairs of strand jacks to
reach the level of the elevated sliding rails. The
lifting process was controlled by the VSL Bravo
system to ensure stability and avoid overloading.
The whole system was also checked by means of a
load test with a 10% overload while the segment
was on ground.
When the lifting platform with the segment
reached the elevated sliding rail level, the
segment was skidded from west to east along
the row to its final position, where it was aligned
and then lowered by jack-operated telescopic
legs for connection with the columns (primary
segment) or connected to its adjacent segments
(intermediate segment).
After connecting at least three segments
(primary–intermediate–primary), the transport
frames of the first two segments could be
removed and then lowered by strand jacking onto
the SPMTs and brought back to the barge.
After completion of two rows, the infill
segments could be installed. A segment was
transported by two SPMTs below its final position,
starting from the east and moving towards the
west side, and then lifted up to its final level on
four points by strand jacks. It was then connected
by bolts to the adjacent primary (primary infills)
and intermediate (intermediate infills) segments.
VSL and the JV worked closely together
to develop this complex roof installation
methodology, in which the fit-up of all the steel was
a major consideration. Factors such as possible
movements, overloads and deﬂections of the
roof – both during and after construction – were
examined to ensure that the structure’s geometry
complied with all the project parameters. The
work started in July 2016 and was completed
in August 2017.

STRUCTURES FOR ENERGY PRODUCTION

STRUCTURES
FOR ENERGY
PRODUCTION

O

ur extensive range of capabilities, from post-tensioning
to construction, enables us to support our clients
in building all kinds of structures in the energy
field. Everything from LNG, water and nuclear
containment structures to renewable energy generators
such as wind turbines can be covered by our services. We
can also develop custom-made solutions for one-of-a-kind
projects, including the sliding into place of Chernobyl’s
New Safe Confinement – a massive civil engineering
feat that you will discover within these pages.
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tianWan
nuclear PoWer Plant,
cHina

V

SL has been involved in the construction of two 1,000MW
containment units in central-eastern China’s Jiangsu
province through the provision of its NC6-55 post-tensioning
anchorage system. Each containment structure required
50 vertical tendons and 70 horizontal tendons, representing some
1,280t of strands per unit.
vsl’s client: China Nuclear Power Engineering Co Ltd (CNPE) /

China Nuclear Industry Huaxing Construction Co Ltd (HXCC)
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CONTAINMENT STRUCTURES

NORTH EAST ASIA

CHINA

POST-TENSION ING

TIANWAN NUCLEAR POWER PLANT PHASE II – UNITS 3 & 4
DATE
2012 – 2017
LOCATION
Lianyungang city

POST-TENSIONING FOR TWO
CONTAINMENT UNITS

T

ianwan Plant is a nuclear power
station located in Lianyungang city,
Jiangsu province, in central-eastern
China.
The first phase of development
began in the 1990s with the construction of two
pressurised-water reactors; the second stage
started in 2012 and involved two additional
containment units similar to those constructed
earlier. Each new reactor has a 1,000MW power
rating.
As part of Phase II, one of the main contractors
- Huaxing Construction – entrusted VSL with
post-tensioning work for both containments.
VSL was tasked with providing its NC6-55
post-tensioning anchorage system.
In total, 50 ver tical tendons and 70
horizontal tendons were required for each of
the two units, which are 62.6m high and have
an internal diameter of 44.4m.
Each unit required the use of 1,280t of
strands and 210m3 of grout.
The scope of works included detailed design

OWNER
Jiangsu Nuclear Power
Corporation (JNPC)
DESIGNER
JSC AEP St Petersburg

and provision of the equipment for the operations
to thread, stress and grout the post-tensioning.
VSL also designed and supplied a grout mix
to meet the specifications (EN Standards) and
provided consultancy and supervision for the
post-tensioning works.
The equipment used was specially designed
to meet the project’s needs on site.
VSL’s work started in May 2012 and was
completed in January 2017.
The scope of
works included
compatibility
tests to meet
the project
speciﬁcations.

MAIN CONTRACTOR
China Nuclear Power
Engineering Co Ltd (CNPE)
/ China Nuclear Industry
Huaxing Construction Co
Ltd (HXCC)

SCOPE OF WORKS
Detailed design
NC6-55 anchorage supply
Provision of equipment for
the threading, stressing
and grouting works
Grout mix design and
supply, provision of
expert consultancy and
supervision of the posttensioning works
Compatibility testing
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cHernoBYl’s
neW saFe conFinement,
ukraine

I

n November 2016 – 30 years after the nuclear disaster
that destroyed Chernobyl’s Reactor 4 – the New Safe
Confinement (NSC) structure was successfully slid into its
final position. The huge arch, weighing 36,000t when fully
equipped, was designed to enable the safe dismantling of Reactor 4,
which was previously enclosed by a makeshift shelter built in 1986.
VSL carried out the lifting of the main crane system inside the new
shelter – an operation that couldn’t be executed using conventional
cranes due to the size and height of the system.
vsl’s client: Novarka – a consortium of Vinci Construction
Grands Projets and Bouygues Travaux Publics
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CONTAINMENT STRUCTURES

CENTRAL EUROPE
& MIDDLE EAST

UKRAINE

HEAVY LIFTING

CHERNOBYL’S NEW SAFE CONFINEMENT
DATE
2015 – 2016

HEAVY LIFTING OF THE 1,000T
MAIN CRANE SYSTEM FOR THE
NUCLEAR DISMANTLING PROJECT

I

n November 2016 – 30 years after
the nuclear disaster that destroyed
Chernobyl’s Reactor 4 – the New Safe
Conﬁnement (NSC) structure was
successfully slid into its final position.
The huge arch, weighing 36,000t when fully
equipped, was designed to enable the safe
dismantling of Reactor 4, previously enclosed
by a makeshift shelter built in 1986.
This mammoth engineering feat was carried
out by Novarka, a consor tium of French
companies Vinci Construction Grands Projets
and Bouygues Travaux Publics, which have
previously joined forces on other outstanding
schemes – such as Egypt’s Cairo metro and the
new coast road on Reunion Island.
Novarka appointed VSL to execute posttensioning works for temporar y lifting
structures and carry out the lifting of the main
crane system inside the new shelter.
The crane system consists of two 96m-long
moveable bridges – the East Bridge and the West
Bridge – located along the north–south axis of
(All photos courtesy of EBRD)

the arch at a height of 80m. The bridges travel
along six runway beams, each about 150m long.
Each of the bridges has two rails along which
various carriages can move. Diﬀerent carriages
have been configured to carry out specific tasks,
such as serving as a mobile tool platform.
The crane system’s large size and its
operating height of 80m meant that it couldn’t
be placed into position using conventional
cranes. VSL’s well-proven lifting technology using
synchronised strand units, with simultaneous
positioning control, was the solution of choice
to circumvent the constraints and meet the
project goals.
VSL used 13 lifting units, of types SMU120-300 MF and SMU-40-300-MF, at 11 lifting
points. The lifting operations were controlled
using the BRAVO system to stay within the strict
displacement tolerances needed.
The first lift was carried out in November
2015, while the second one took place in April
2016, ready for the spectacular operation to
slide the 36,000t arch into its final position.

LOCATION
Chernobyl
CLIENT
Government of Ukraine,
Chernobyl Nuclear Power
Plant (ChNPP), PMU
(Project Management
Unit), EBRD (European
Bank for Reconstruction &
Development)
MAIN CONTRACTOR
Novarka – a consortium of
Vinci Construction Grands
Projets and Bouygues
Travaux Publics

SCOPE OF WORKS
Heavy lifting of the main
crane system
KEY FIGURES
— Lifting weight: 1,000t
— Lifting distance: 70m
— Number of lift s: 2
— Lifting units: 13
— Lifting points: 11
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WataBak Wind Farm,
tHailand

V

SL has carried out the construction of the foundations for
30 wind turbine generators as part of the Watabak Wind
Farm project in Thailand. VSL coordinated closely with the
other subcontractors to help keep the overall project on
schedule. In terms of quality, the owner’s goal was for the foundations
to be virtually crack-free. To attain the objective, VSL designed a
low-heat concrete mix, which was used in conjunction with special
curing regimes.
vsl’s client: DEMCO Public Company Limited Co.
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GROUND ENGINEERING

SOUTH EAST ASIA
& AUSTRALIA

THAILAND

FOUNDATIONS

WATABAK WIND FARM
DATE
2016

CONSTRUCTION OF REINFORCED
FOUNDATIONS FOR WIND TURBINE
GENERATORS

V

SL has carried out the construction
of the foundations for 30 wind
turbine generators as part of the
Watabak Wind Farm project in
Chaiyaphum, a province of northeastern Thailand.
Both the project’s owner, Wind Energy Holding
(WEH), and main contractor, DEMCO Public
Company Limited, were looking for a reliable
partner to build the concrete foundations in
accordance with international standards. The
requirements were strict in terms of both
quality and safety, with a target of ensuring
zero accidents.
VSL, which had already worked with the client
on a previous project, was also expected to
coordinate with the other subcontractors and
to keep within the overall project schedule.
VSL’s scope of works for each foundation
began with excavation through rock and soil to
the foundation level, where plate bearing tests
were carried out.
Next came construction of the reinforced

concrete foundation base, including the
installation of the anchor cage, reinforcement
and formwork, followed by concreting.
Other tasks included inspection of the
concrete surface before backfilling, installation
of shim plates and grouting work to the underside
of the turbine.
In terms of quality, the owner’s goal was for
the foundation to be virtually crack-free. To
attain the objective, VSL designed a low-heat
concrete mix, which was used in conjunction with
special curing regimes.
This enabled controlling the different
temperatures at the outside and in the middle
of the foundation in order to prevent cracking
and other possible damage.
The work was carried out between February
and August 2016, casting the practically crackfree foundations within a very short time frame.

LOCATION
Chaiyaphum province
OWNER
Wind Energy Holding (WEH)
ENGINEER
DNV GL
DESIGNER
IEC
MAIN CONTRACTOR
DEMCO Public Company
Limited Co.

SCOPE OF WORKS
Excavation to the
formation level, supply
and installation of
reinforcement, installation
of the anchor cages,
supply and placing of lowheat concrete, backfilling,
installation of shim plates
and grouting works to the
underside of the turbines
KEY FIGURES
— 30 foundation units
— 17,250m3 of concrete
— 2,430t of reinforcement
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rgt–2 lng terminal,
malaYsia

S

uccessful collaboration on three LNG tanks in Singapore
led EPCC contractor Samsung C&T to select VSL again as
its partner, this time for work on a new LNG terminal project
in Malaysia. The VSL project team was responsible for the
construction of the outer containments of two 200,000m3 LNG tanks,
including the operation of two sets of formwork, the prefabrication
and installation of reinforcement and cast-in mechanical components,
the supply and installation of post-tensioning and the placement
of concrete.
vsl’s client: Samsung C&T Corporation
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SOUTH EAST ASIA
& AUSTRALIA

MALAYSIA

LNG TANK CONSTRUCTION

RGT–2 LNG TERMINAL
DATE
2015 – 2017

CONSTRUCTION OF OUTER
CONTAINMENTS FOR
TWO 200,000M 3 LNG TANKS

I

n 20 1 5 , V S L w a s aw a r d e d
the construction of the outer
containment structures for two
storage tanks as part of the RGT-2
LNG Terminal development in Johor,
Malaysia. The terminal, owned by PETRONAS Gas
Berhad, a subsidiary of PETRONAS, Malaysia’s
fully-integrated oil and gas multinational, is
located in the south-east of the Malay Peninsula,
approximately 7km from Singapore’s international
boundary. It consists of a regasification unit
and two 200,000m3 LNG storage tanks, with a
capacity of 5.0MTPA (700MMscfd) of natural gas.
It also includes provision for future expansion
with the addition of three more LNG storage
tanks and scope for cold energy integration.
EPCC (engineering, procurement, construction
and commissioning) contractor Samsung C&T
once again selected VSL as its partner following
the successful completion of three LNG tanks in
Singapore. VSL and the EPCC contractor worked
hand in hand, and in close cooperation with the
owner, to deliver the containment structure

LOCATION
Johor
OWNER
PETRONAS Gas Berhad
(PLNG)
DESIGNER
Whessoe Engineering
Limited

works within the stipulated time-frames so
that the interfaces and follow-on works could
proceed as planned. VSL’s scope of works
comprised the assembly and operation of two
sets of a proprietary jump formwork system,
the prefabrication and installation of 9,800t of
reinforcement, the supply and installation of
1,400t of post-tensioning, the installation of
mechanical cast-in items and the placement of
45,900m3 of concrete.

EPCC CONTRACTOR
Samsung C&T Corporation
(SC&T)

The two tanks
in January
2016.
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SCOPE OF WORKS
Operation of two sets
of a proprietary jump
formwork system
Prefabrication and
installation of 9,800t of
reinforcement
Supply and installation of
1,400t of post-tensioning
consisting of VSL’s AF6-19,
GC6-15 and GC6-27
anchorages and VSL’s PTPLUS® HDPE duct system
Installation of mechanical
cast-in items
Placement of 45,900m3 of
concrete

An aerial view of the terminal.
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VSL’s post-tensioning system, which is certified
internationally for cryogenic applications, has
repeatedly demonstrated its eﬀectiveness on
a series of LNG tank projects globally and so
was chosen for installation at the RGT-2 LNG
Terminal. VSL supplied and installed its AF619, GC6-15 and GC6-27 proprietary anchorages
together with its PT PLUS® HDPE tendon ducts.
Stressing of the tendons was carried out using
VSL’s ZPE460 and ZPE750 multi-strand hydraulic
jacks. The LNG tank ring beam construction was
a particularly complex aspect of the works,
as it required integration of the mechanical
compression ring. It necessitated a precise
definition of the interfaces in terms of workﬂow
and scheduling. Working in collaboration with
the EPCC contractor and specialist mechanical
contractor, VSL’s team developed a prefabricated
solution for the ring beam reinforcement
consisting of 24 beam units spliced in-situ
horizontally. This improved the accuracy of
the mechanical compression ring interfaces
and subsequent integration by the mechanical
contractor, as well as mitigating safety risks
by significantly reducing the amount of in-situ
work at height, and securing overall programme.
Safety was particularly important for all
project stakeholders. In recognition of the
team's outstanding performance, the RGT-2 LNG
Terminal project received the National Council
for Occupation Safety & Health Excellence
Award in 2016 – the highest honour available for
safety in Malaysia’s construction industry. VSL
was presented with a certificate in recognition
of its contribution to this achievement, with the
VSL team executing approximately 20% of the
total man-hours worked on the project by the
end of 2016. As of November 2017, when its
work on site was completed, VSL’s team had
performed in excess of 1.1 million man-hours
without a lost-time injury.

1

2
1 & 2: the tanks after the
installation of their roofs in
August 2016.
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WatcH tHe Film!

FORS, Switzerland:

Bringing a Building Back
to liFe

How can a building with significant
structural defects be made usable
again? VSL has taken up the
challenge of rehabilitating
the headquarters of Swiss
company FORS, providing
the client with a turnkey
solution under a design &
build contract.
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REPAIRS

REPAIRS

V

SL’s portfolio of techniques for repair, modernisation and
optimisation has grown constantly over the years. This
has been possible thanks to the combination of our
core capabilities and our technical innovations. A prime
example involves stay cables, for which we have developed stateof-the-art fire and ice protection systems.
Our mission: continue to innovate in order to anticipate our
clients’ needs in all sectors, including infrastructure, energy,
industry and buildings. Our commitment: be a partner able
to provide a comprehensive package, covering the whole
repair chain from engineering to execution, in order to
enhance the safety and durability of structures.
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Providing solutions
to make
structures
lasT
Conservation, repair,
upgrading and
strengthening are
essential to extend
the life of structures.
VSL can assist you
throughout the
entire lifecycle
of your assets –
whether these are
buildings, industrial
facilities, underground
structures or
bridges – delivering
sustainable solutions
to preserve their
value and ensure the
safety of their users.
VSL offers specialist
services ranging
from inspection,
monitoring and
condition assessment
to implementation
of preventative
measures and major
repair and retrofit
works.
Across all fields of
application, we have
identified some
recurring issues that
can be addressed
with appropriate
repair and retrofit
solutions.

CORROSION

FATIGUE

Corrosion is the main driver
of deterioration of

&
Fluctuating
live loads

&
Concrete

Steel
structures

leading to a rapid loss of
serviceability and structural
capacity.

lead to fatigue of structural
components, especially in
light and flexible structures.

H
Strengthening

Conservation

Repair

Replacement

Prevention
Solutions include:
External post-tensioning
Addition of FRP or bonded steel
elements
Cross-section enlargement
Waterproofing, jacketing and
protective coatings
Concrete and steelwork repairs,
including partial substitution
Cathodic protection
Joint and bearing replacement
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Environmental
loads

Tailored repair solutions for
steelwork
High-performance overlays to
reduce stress ranges
Dampers for structures and cables
Jacking methods to replace
damaged parts under load

CHANGE OF USE,
LOADING OR
DESIGN CODES

EXTREME
THREATS

Live and environmental loads
can be subject to change,
triggered by either

Damage can result from
extreme scenarios, in
particular from the effects of
Seismic
events

or
New design
codes

Fire

Alterations
in use

EROSION
Ground
or
erosion under
foundations

Water
leakages

can be a severe threat to
structural integrity as well as
serviceability.
Impacts

Blasts

Hardening
and increasing
resilience

Increasing
ductility

HOW CAN VSL ASSIST YOU?
Passive
strengthening

Active
solutions

Changing
structural
systems
FRP bonding, section enlargement,
near-surface-mounted
reinforcement, punching shear
reinforcement
Addition of structural members
Post-tensioning
Synchronized hydraulic jacking to
activate alternative load paths

Ground
engineering

Sealing

Isolating
structures

Seismic retrofit using
post-tensioning or passive
strengthening solutions
Buckling-restraint braces
Base isolation and seismic damping
Encasements and claddings with a
particular focus on the protection of
exposed structural cables (stay
cables, external post-tensioning)
against the effects of fire and blasts

Jet grouting and ground
improvement
Slab lifting
Crack injection and consolidation
Installation of liners and
waterproofing
Active foundation strengthening
using ground anchors or soil nails

Engineered solutions for the
protection of assets against blasts,
fragmentation or vehicle impacts
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REPAIRS

Bridge over
tHe m2 motorWaY,
australia

V

SL has carried out work to lengthen a bridge over the
M2 Motorway as part of NorthConnex, the longest tunnel
project in Australia. VSL’s scope involved the installation
of external post-tensioning and associated works, while
meeting the key aim of avoiding traffic disruption on this busy road.
vsl’s client: Lendlease & Bouygues Construction Australia Joint
Venture (LLBJV)
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STRUCTURAL REPAIRS
& RETROFIT

SOUTH EAST ASIA
& AUSTRALIA

AUSTRALIA

EXTERNAL
POST-TENSION ING

BRIDGE OVER THE M2 MOTORWAY

LENGTHENING A BRIDGE
AS PART OF A MAJOR
INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECT

N

orthConnex is the longest road
tunnel project in Australia. The
scheme involves the construction
of two 9km-long tunnels that will
link the M1 Pacific Motorway at
Wahroonga to the Hills M2 Motorway at West
Pennant Hills.
The construction work, carried out at four
major sites, also encompasses the connection
of the tunnels to existing roads.
Creating the connections involves earthworks,
the widening of bridges, drainage work and the
installation of new pavements and signage.
As part of the scheme, VSL was involved in
the works to lengthen a bridge over the M2
Motorway on Barclay Road. The motorway
beneath the bridge was being widened with an
additional lane. This meant that the existing
abutment needed to be removed and a new
one installed. As a result, the bridge’s span was
increased by 4.5m (from 53.2m to 57.7m). When
the new abutment and strengthening work was
completed, the old abutment was demolished

and the road was widened to three lanes.
VSL was in charge of installing external
post-tensioning in order to provide the ﬂexural
strength for the longer span. The scope of
works involved welding, lifting and installing
HDPE ducts, as well as installation of the
post-tensioning, including pushing the strands,
stressing and grouting.
In total, VSL supplied 16 external tendons
of size 6-19, representing some 8t of posttensioning.
The use of external post-tensioning enabled
the widening works to be carried out without
interrupting the traﬃc on the two existing lanes
of the M2, one of Sydney’s busiest roads.
To minimise disruption, operations such as
welding, lifting and the installation of the HDPE
ducts were carried out at night during a five-hour
traﬃc shutdown.
The project took place in two stages, the first
in October 2016 and the second in July 2017.

DATE
2016 – 2017
LOCATION
Sydney
OWNER
RMS
DESIGNER
Aurecon & SMEC JV
MAIN CONTRACTOR
Lendlease & Bouygues
Construction Australia
Joint Venture (LLBJV)

SCOPE OF WORKS
Installation of external
post-tensioning, including
welding, lifting and
installing HDPE ducts,
pushing strands, stressing
and grouting
KEY FIGURES
— 16 tendons of size 6-19
— 8t of strands
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angus l.
macdonald Bridge,
canada

T

he Big Lift project involves the replacement of the suspended
spans of the Angus L. MacDonald Bridge, which has been
in service since 1955. VSL took part in this challenging
scheme by providing heavy lifting services to lower the old
deck segments and lift the new ones. The use of a special Tandem
Motive Unit made the operations faster and safer.
vsl’s client: American Bridge Canada
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UNITED KINGDOM, CANADA,
INDIA

CANADA

HEAVY LIFTING

ANGUS L. MACDONALD BRIDGE
DATE
2015 – 2016

USE OF AN INNOVATIVE
TANDEM JACKING SYSTEM TO
REPLACE A BRIDGE’S DECK

T

he Angus L. MacDonald Bridge
has connected the communities
of Halifax and Dartmouth in Nova
Scotia since 1955. In 2015, Halifax
Harbour Bridges initiated the Big
Lift, a project involving the replacement of the
suspended spans of the bridge. The objective
was to extend the life of the crossing after its
60 years of service and reduce maintenance.
The Big Lift scheme included replacement of
the road deck, ﬂoor beams, stiﬀening trusses
and hangers on the bridge’s suspended spans.
These tasks were to be carried out mostly
overnight and at weekends, to avoid traffic
disruption during the working day.
VSL’s role in the challenging project involved
the provision of heavy lifting services to lower
the old bridge segments onto a barge and lift
the new segments needed to rebuild the deck.
The scope of works encompassed the design and
supply of the jacking system as well as technical
assistance for operations.
Innovation was at the core of VSL’s proposal,

LOCATION
Halifax, Nova Scotia
OWNER
Halifax Harbour Bridges
(HHB)
ENGINEER AND
DESIGNER
COWI North America
MAIN CONTRACTOR
American Bridge Canada

which relied on the use of a special Tandem
Motive Unit – TMU-84 – instead of a more typical
single jack unit.
The TMU is made up of two jacks, one on top
of the other, connected by a structural steel
chair. They work in such a way that the lifting
and lowering operations are continuous, with
no dead-time associated with the re-stroking
of the jacks.

Four sets
of TMU-84
tandem units
were used on
the project.
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SCOPE OF WORKS
Design and supply of the
jacking system for both
lifting and lowering
Technical assistance
during operations
KEY FIGURES
— Replacement of 30
segments, involving 30
lowering and 30 lifting
operations
— Total maximum deck
segment weight: 150t
— Lifting/lowering
distance: 52m at an
average speed of
50-60 m/h
— Use of four sets of
tandem units of type
TMU-84 strand jacks

Compared to a traditional single jack system,
this technology also speeds up the lifting and
lowering operations, achieving rates of up to
70m/h instead of the standard 15 to 25m/h. Its
smooth movements also reduce the dynamic
loads brought onto the gantry, hence minimising
the risk of over-loading. Each of the four tandem
jacking units used on the project had an 84t
nominal working load.
On the MacDonald Bridge project, VSL
equipment had to lift and lower 30 segments,
weighing up to 150t. Before the beginning of
the work, each jack’s capacity was verified by
means of a load test at 125% of the load per
lifting point.
The lifting and lowering operations were
carried out at an average speed of 50–60m/h
over a distance of 52m; this meant the team was
able to lower an existing segment or lift a new
one in approximately one hour.
VSL started work on the project in March
2015. The on-site operations began in June 2015
and were completed in August 2016.

1

2
1 — VSL heavy lifting
equipment.
2 — Handling a bridge segment
using the VSL heavy lifting
system.

A picture of the bridge, courtesy of ©Petrov Vadim - stock.adobe.com
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Wadi leBan Bridge,
kingdom oF
saudi araBia

T

he 763m-long Wadi Leban Bridge was completed in 1999.
At the time of construction, VSL designed and supplied
post-tensioning and stay cables for the iconic structure.
After 14 years of service and a severe storm in 2013, VSL
was commissioned to inspect the stay cables and subsequently
install its friction damping system on each of the 248 stays to
prevent excessive cable vibrations. The bridge remained in operation
throughout the installation.
vsl’s client: Shibh Al Jazira Contracting Co. (SAJCO)
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CENTRAL EUROPE
& MIDDLE EAST

KINGDOM OF SAUDI ARABIA

FRICTION DAMPERS

WADI LEBAN BRIDGE
DATE
2015 – 2016

UPGRADING RIYADH’S LANDMARK
BRIDGE WITH VSL’S FRICTION
DAMPERS

T

he 763m-long Wadi Leban cablestayed bridge stands on the Riyadh
Ring Road in the Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia (KSA). Designed by Dar AlHandasah, the iconic landmark
structure was completed in 1999 by TanmiaSaudi Archirodon JV.
As part of the original project, VSL was
appointed as subcontractor to design and supply
the post-tensioning and 248 stay cables as well
as to carry out construction engineering and
on-site supervision.
By the end of 2013, the bridge had been
in service for 14 years and had withstood an
extreme storm in May 2013. As a result, the
Saudi Arabia Ministry of Transport commissioned
VSL to inspect the stay cables and subsequently
install VSL’s friction dampers on each of the
248 stays to prevent excessive cable vibrations.
Shibh Al Jazira, a long-standing local partner
of VSL in KSA, was appointed by the Ministry
of Transport to be the general contractor and
provide local support for VSL’s design, supply and

LOCATION
Riyadh
OWNER
The Ministry of Transport,
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
ENGINEER
Dar Al-Handasah
DESIGNER
VSL Switzerland Ltd. / VSL
Technical Centre

installation of the dampers. The project began
in June 2013 and was carried out in two phases.
The main scope of phase 1 was completed in
February 2015, with some finishing works
executed in July of the same year. Phase 2 was
completed in June 2016.
The work started with the visual inspection of
the external anchorages, deck sides and pylon
connections, as well as with an analysis of the
actual stay forces using Vibratest.

MAIN CONTRACTOR
Shibh Al Jazira Contracting
Co. (SAJCO)

The Wadi
Leban bridge
is part of the
Riyadh Ring
Road.
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SCOPE OF WORKS
Inspection of the stay
cables
Design, supply and
installation of the stay
cable damping system
Supply and installation of
filler for the anchorages
KEY FIGURES
— 248 stay cables
— 124 supports
— 248 dampers of four
different types
— 976 stressing bars for
footing support
— 36 stainless steel bolts
of size M30, 450mm in
length
— 270 litres of filler
(phase 1)
— 4,000 litres of filler
(phase 2)

This fully integrated and compact analysis
system is able to perform an exhaustive insitu evaluation of cable performance, including
tension and damping measurements.
Following this preliminary analysis stage,
VSL carried out the design, fabrication and
installation of the external damping system for
the stay cables.
The bridge remained in operation throughout
the installation, which took place in a working
area along the middle of the bridge while traﬃc
ﬂowed on both sides.
Following the successful execution of this
task, VSL was awarded further works involving
the replacement of the grease on all of the
anchorage caps with a modified urethane epoxy
filler.
Compared to grease, the filler oﬀers enhanced
protection, especially against corrosion. VSL had
already been using the product on various bridge
projects, including Hodariyat Bridge in the United
Arab Emirates.
Replacement of the grease on the first
10 anchorages was carried out during phase
one and was then followed by grouting. The
replacement for the remaining 238 anchorages
was executed during the second phase and took
approximately six weeks, which included removal
of the existing grease.
The high temperatures made the operations
particularly challenging. To address this issue,
VSL worked night shift s and applied cooling
measures to ensure eﬀ ective application of
the filler.

1

2
1 — The landmark structure
was completed in 1999.
2 — The bridge remained in
service during the installation
of the damping system.

The dampers were installed on all 248 stay cables.
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making
caBle-suPPorted
Bridges saFer

P

rotecting cable-supported bridges against extreme
conditions is a priority for asset owners and
operators. Bridges carry major traﬃc ﬂows and any
disruptions have huge impacts on the local economy.

With this in mind, VSL has developed two innovative solutions
to protect stay cables from the hazards linked to fire and ice.

lightweight solution with
integrated fire blanket

a FullY
integrated
Fire Protection
sYstem
VSL’s internationally certified and extensively
tested fire protection system is designed to
mitigate the potentially catastrophic effects of high-temperature, long-lasting
fires. The VSL Fire Protection system
is suitable for both new-build
and retrofit projects.
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Innovative profile with ribs
preventing ice and snow accretion

MITIGATING
THE RISKS
OF ICE-SHEDDING
VSL’s unique stay pipe system increases
users’ safety by preventing large ice fragments from falling onto vehicles. The innovative surface profile retains the ice in a
controlled manner that allows partial
melting and fragmentation, significantly reducing the size of the
ice particles.

Patent pending WO2017002056, US2017001404
Patent US9476171, US9476172
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vouga Bridge,
Portugal

A

comprehensive technical proposal and extensive
experience led to the appointment of VSL as main
contractor to carry out repair works on the Vouga Bridge.
The scope of works included drain and concrete repairs
and the injection of cracks with epoxy resin, as well as joint and
bearing replacement.
vsl’s client: Brisa
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IBERIA, AFRICA, LATIN
AMERICA

PORTUGAL

BRIDGE REPAIRS

VOUGA BRIDGE
DATE
2016

EXTENSIVE REPAIR WORKS
ON A 29-YEAR-OLD BRIDGE

T

he Vouga Bridge is part of the A1
Auto-estrada do Norte, a motorway
running for some 296km in western
Portugal and connecting the capital,
Lisbon, with the country’s secondlargest city, Porto.
The motorway was built between 1961 and
1991, with the Vouga Bridge constructed in
1987.
VSL was invited by Brisa Auto-estradas de
Portugal (Portugal Highways) – the concessionaire
for the A1 and one of the country’s main players
in transport infrastructure – to tender for the
Vouga Bridge repair works.
Key factors in the appointment of VSL as
main contractor to carry out the various repair
works included its technical evaluation of the
work needed as well as its extensive experience
with repair and strengthening schemes in the
region.
VSL’s many previous bridge repair schemes
in Portugal have included Fagilde Bridge on the
A25 highway, Sacavém Viaduct in Lisbon and the

Açude Bridge in Coimbra. The project team was
tasked by the client with the repair of drains
and concrete, the injection of cracks with epoxy
resin and the replacement of 185 bearings and
20m of joints.
VSL drew on its expertise and in-house
technology to achieve the project’s goals and
complete the works on time.
In particular, the use of a synchronised heavy
lifting system to replace the existing bearings
enabled time savings and accelerated the
construction schedule.
The work began in April 2016 and was
completed in August 2016.

LOCATION
Coimbra
CLIENT
Brisa
MAIN CONTRACTOR
VSL Sistemas Portugal SA

SCOPE OF WORKS
Drain repairs
Concrete repairs
Crack injection with epoxy
resin
Bearing replacements
Joint replacement
KEY FIGURES
— 185 bearings
— 20m of joints
— 750m2 of concrete
repairs and coatings
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Bridge over tHe river
taJo at alcantara
reservoir, sPain

T

he 1,448m-long bridge over the River Tajo at Alcantara
Reservoir is part of a new high-speed rail line connecting
Madrid to the region of Extremadura and ultimately to
Lisbon in Portugal. The viaduct consists of 26 spans and
includes a 324m concrete arch that crosses high above the river. To
enable the installation of the bridge’s new permanent bearings, VSL
used its well-proven jacking system to slide the 20,000t deck with
a pushing force of 1,000t.
vsl’s client: UTE Copisa-Copasa
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IBERIA, AFRICA, LATIN
AMERICA

SPAIN

BEARING REPLACEMENT

BRIDGE OVER THE RIVER TAJO AT ALCANTARA RESERVOIR
DATE
2016 – 2017
LOCATION
Cañaveral, Cáceres, Spain

SLIDING A 20,000T DECK TO
ENABLE REPLACEMENT OF
DAMAGED BEARINGS

T

he 1,448m-long bridge over the
River Tajo at Alcantara Reservoir
is part of a new high-speed rail line
connecting Madrid to the region
of Extremadura and ultimately to
Lisbon. The viaduct consists of 26 spans and
includes a 324m concrete arch that crosses
high above the river. The pier heights vary from
approximately 10m to 70m. The bridge was built
using movable scaﬀolding systems (MSS), with
work starting from both the south and north
abutments.
Construction of the concrete arch began once
the northern deck was completed. However,
there was unexpected displacement between
the deck and piers at this stage, causing damage
to the spherical bearings that had already been
installed. After detailed inspection, it was decided
that the bearings had to be replaced.
VSL carried out various operations to enable
the replacement of the damaged 1,200t-capacity
bearings, two of which had been installed at
each pier. The scope of works included jacking

CLIENT
ADIF
ENGINEER / DESIGNER
Carlos Fernandez Casado S.L.
MAIN CONTRACTOR
UTE Copisa-Copasa

at one of the abutments and piers 1 through
11; adapting the existing bearings for the sliding
operation that would enable their removal;
sliding the 20,000t deck with a pushing force of
1,000t; and then jacking the abutment and piers
to allow the installation of the new permanent
bearings. As part of this project, VSL was also
entrusted with the installation of temporary
stay cables for the construction of the concrete
arch. The team was in charge of installing 120
cables – ranging from 50m to 180m in length and
made from 380t of steel – and then removing
them upon completion of the arch. The work was
carried out from November 2016 to April 2017.
A damaged
bearing before
replacement.

SCOPE OF WORKS
Pushing of the northern
deck for bearing
replacement, including
rental of equipment,
supervision and adaptation
of the existing bearings
for sliding the deck
Installation and removal
of temporary stay cables
used for the construction
of the concrete arch
KEY FIGURES
— Bearing capacity:
1,200t each
— Deck weight: 20,000t
— Pushing force: 1,000t
— 120 temporary stay
cables, 380t of steel
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OUR EXPERTISE

associating ProXimitY
and eXPertise
to serve Your ProJects

A

s a specialist contractor, VSL leverages a matrix organisation
combining geographic proximity and four business lines to
share expertise and experience, with the aim to provide
the best and the most comprehensive solutions for your
projects.

FIVE GEOGRAPHIC AREAS

FOUR BUSINESS LINES

They serve VSL’s clients locally.

They support Profit Centres to manage
and deliver projects both technically
and contractually.

VSL Technology
NORTH EAST ASIA

Foundations &
Ground Engineering

SOUTH EAST ASIA
& AUSTRALIA
CENTRAL EUROPE
& MIDDLE EAST
UK / CANADA / INDIA

Structural Repairs
& Retrofit

IBERIAN PENINSULA,
AFRICA, LATIN AMERICA

Civil Works

(bridge construction & containment structures)
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OUR NETWORK

vsl is near You
HeadQuarters

asia

VSL International Ltd.
Wankdorfallee, 5
CH-3014 BERN
Switzerland
Phone: +41 58 456 30 00
info@vsl.com

CHINA PRC
VSL Engineering Corp., Ltd.
(China)
HEFEI
Phone: +86 551 382 29 18
HONG KONG
VSL Hong Kong Ltd.
CHAI WAN
Phone: +852 2590 22 88

americas
ARGENTINA
VSL Sistemas Especiales de
Construcción Argentina S. A.
BUENOS AIRES
Phone: +54 11 5272 87 52
CANADA
Vorspann Systems Ltd
TORONTO
Phone: +1 416 631 5069
CHILE
VSL Sistemas Especiales de
Construcción S.A.
SANTIAGO
Phone: +56 2 2571 67 00

MEXICO
VSL Corporation Mexico S.A. de C.V.
MEXICO
Phone: +52 55 55 11 20 36

INDIA
VSL India Private Ltd.
CHENNAI
Phone: +91 44 4225 11 11

PERU
VSL Peru S.A.C
LIMA
Phone: +51 14 363 564

INDONESIA
PT VSL Indonesia
JAKARTA
Phone: +62 21 570 07 86

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Structural Technologies *
BALTIMORE, MD
Phone: +1 410 850 7000

JAPAN
VSL Japan Corporation *
TOKYO
Phone: +81 3 3346 8913
MALAYSIA
VSL Engineers (M) Sdn. Bhd.
KUALA LUMPUR
Phone: +60 3 7981 4742

COLOMBIA
VSL Sistemas Especiales de
Construcción S.A.S.
BOGOTA
Phone: +571 226 6230

TUNISIA
VSL Switzerland Tunisia Branch
TUNIS
Phone: +216 70 728 473

euroPe
CZECH REPUBLIC
VSL Systémy /CZ/, s.r.o.
PRAGUE
Phone: +420 2 51 09 16 80

SPAIN
VSL Construction Systems SA
BARCELONA
Phone: +34 93 289 23 30

FRANCE
VSL France S.A.
(Bouygues TPRF) *
LABÈGE
Phone: +33(0)5 33 65 96 59

SWITZERLAND
VSL (Switzerland) Ltd.
BERN
Phone: +41 58 456 30 00

POLAND
VSL Polska Sp.o.o.
WARSAW
Phone: +48 22 849 22 09
PORTUGAL
VSL Sistemas Portugal SA
PAÇO DE ARCOS
Phone: +351 21 445 83 10

PHILIPPINES
VSL Philippines Inc.
MANDALUYONG CITY
Phone: +632 723 1395
SINGAPORE
VSL Singapore Pte. Ltd.
SINGAPORE
Phone: +65 6559 12 22
THAILAND
VSL (Thailand) Co. Ltd.
BANGKOK
PHONE: +66 2 679 76 15 – 19
VIETNAM
VSL Vietnam Ltd.
HANOI
Phone: +84 24 3976 5088
HO CHI MINH CITY
Phone: +84 28 3810 6817

australia

aFrica
SOUTH AFRICA
VSL Construction Solutions
(Pty) Ltd *
JOHANNESBURG
Phone: + 27 10 492 1811

MYANMAR
VSL Myanmar Co., Ltd.
YANGON
Phone: +95 92 500 12611

UNITED KINGDOM
VSL System (UK) Ltd
LONDON
Phone: +44 020 740 11 321

NEW SOUTH WALES
VSL Australia Pty Ltd
Phone: +61 2 9484 5944

middle east
SULTANATE OF OMAN
VSL Muscat LLC
MUSCAT
Phone: +971 4 885 7225

STATE OF QATAR
VSL Middle East (Qatar) LLC
DOHA
Phone: +971 4 885 7225

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
VSL Middle East LLC
DUBAI
Phone: +971 4 885 7225
Vorspann System Intrafor
Contracting Llc
ABU DHABI
Phone: +971 4 885 7225

KINGDOM OF SAUDI ARABIA
VSL Saudi Arabia LLC
RIYADH
Phone: +966 11 460 2866

sPecialised suBsidiaries
Intrafor Hong Kong Ltd.
CHAI WAN, HONG KONG
Phone: +852 2590 2288
DUBAI, UAE
Phone: +971 4 885 7225

FT Laboratories Ltd.
PING CHE, HONG KONG
Phone: +852 2758 48 61

* VSL Licensees
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